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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
AGI glaspac is committed to technical expertise and manufacturing competence – to generate sustainable value and deliver on all customer
expectations. That includes maintaining the highest possible levels of compliance and adherence to international manufacturing standards.

We constantly review and benchmark production efficiencies and productivity outputs against international standards, this coupled with a commitment
to human capital and skills development ensures that we are equipped to address present and future demands.

The company uses only natural raw materials in production and manufactures environmentally friendly products, featuring a high degree of water and
chemical resistance, considerable strength, reference colors, and perfect geometry. This plant has 11.5 MW of Installed Solar Capacity.

The implemented system of glass coloration in the feeder allows within a matter of hours to transfer from colorless glass to any color range at the
customer’s option. Presently, the company employs approximately 3000 people. Highly skilled managers supervise production.

The enterprise development strategy is aimed at increasing the production volume of glass containers while maintaining and improving the quality of
the products.

Our results speak for themselves:

Offers a variety of high-quality glass packaging solutions at competitive prices
Guarantees supply, thanks to superior supply chain management and optimisation
Enhances customer bottom line through value enhancement and cost reduction/optimisation initiatives
Has a broad and established customer base, underpinned by long-standing customer relationships
Provides a full capability mould manufacturing facility, reducing cost and shortening new product development lead time

Company Profile of AGI glaspac

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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